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解決策 : 超大質量星 (SMS; >105Msun) 　　 SMBHの種

Supermassive BH in the early universe
・Supermassive black holes (SMBH)

ー 宇宙初期に既に存在 (z>6)

ー 超大質量星 : MBH～108-9Msun

ー ガス降着< Eddington降着率

・SMBHの形成／成長過程

ー Eddington降着率を維持し続けるのは難しい
(PopIII BH; 100Msun→SMBH; 109Msun)

tgrow=0.05 ln(MBH/Mini) Gyr ～ 0.8 Gyr > tH (z=7)

http://www.daviddarling.info/encyclopedia/B/blackhole.html

Figure 9: MBH versus z for a low-z sample (grey dots Zamfir et al., 2010), and
several imtermediate to high z samples. Red circles: Marziani et al. (2009); open
squares: Dietrich et al. (2009); open triangles: Shemmer et al. (2004); filled pentagons:
Netzer et al. (2007); filled squares: Trakhtenbrot et al. (2011); open starred octagons:
Willott et al. (2010); filled octagons: Kurk et al. (2007); large spot at z ≈ 7: the high-z
quasar whose discovery was announced in late June 2011 (Mortlock et al., 2011). The
dashed line marks MBH = 5·109 M!.
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・ 初代銀河形成  (z~10; Tvir ~ 104K)

Cold accretion shock

uniformly in r, using the fact that the velocity along the streams is
roughly constant (Supplementary Information, sections 5 and 6).
This is convolved with the halo mass function23, n(Mv), to give

n ( _MM)~

ð?

0

P( _MM jMv)n(Mv) dMv

The desired cumulative abundance, n(. _MM), obtained by integration

over the inflow rates from _MM to infinity, is shown at z5 2.2 in Fig. 4.

Assuming that the SFR equals _MM , the curve referring to _MM lies safely
above the observed values,marked by the symbols, indicating that the

gas input rate is sufficient to explain the SFR. However, _MM and the
SFR are allowed to differ only by a factor of ,2, confirming our
suspicion that the SFR must closely follow the gas input rate. The
simulated SFR indeed traces the accretion rate to within a factor of
two, but, given that our disks are poorly resolved, we focus here on
the accretion as the more robustly simulated quantity. Because at
z< 2.2 the star-forming galaxies constitute only a fraction of the
observed ,1011M[ galaxies24,25, the requirement for a SFR almost

as great as _MM , based on Fig. 4, becomes even stronger.
By analysing the clumpiness of the gas streams, using the sharp

peaks of inflow in the _MM(r) profiles, we address the role of mergers
versus smooth flows. We evaluate each clump mass by integrating
Mclump~

Ð
( _MM(r)=vr (r)) dr across the peak, and estimate amass ratio

for the expected merger as m5Mclump/fbMv, ignoring further mass
loss in the clump on its way in and deviations of the galaxy baryon
fraction from fb. We use ‘merger’ to describe any major or minor
merger with m$ 0.1, as distinct from ‘smooth’ flows, which include
‘mini-minor’ mergers with m, 0.1. We find that about one-third of
the mass is flowing in as mergers and the rest as smoother flows.
However, the central galaxy is fed by a clump with m$ 0.1 less than
10% of the time; that is, the duty cycle for mergers is g= 0.1. A
similar estimate is obtained using EPS merger rates7 and starburst
durations of,50Myr at z5 2.5 from simulations26 (Supplementary
Information, section 5).

From the difference between the two curves of Fig. 4, we learn that
only one-quarter of the galaxies with a given _MM are to be seen during a
merger. The fact that the SFGs lie well above the merger curve even if
the SFR is , _MM indicates that in most of them the star formation is
driven by smooth streams. Thus, ‘SFG’ could also stand for ‘stream-
fed galaxy’. This may explain why these galaxies maintain an
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Figure 1 | Entropy, velocity and inward flux of cold streams penetrating hot
haloes. a, b, Maps referring to a thin slice through one of our fiducial
galaxies withMv5 1012M[ at z5 2.5. The arrows describe the velocity field,
scaled such that the distance between the tails is 260 km s21. The circlemarks
the halo virial radius, Rv. The entropy, logK5 log(T/r2/3), in units of the
virial quantities, highlights (in red) the high-entropymedium filling the halo
out to the virial shock outside Rv. It exhibits (in blue) three radial, low-
entropy streams that penetrate the inner disk, seen edge-on. The radial flux
per solid angle is _mm5 r2rvr, in solarmasses per year per square radian, where
r is the gas density and vr the radial velocity. It demonstrates that more than
90% of the inflow is channelled through the streams (blue), at a rate that

remains roughly the same at all radii. This rate is several times higher than
the spherical average outside the virial sphere, _mmvir < 8M[ yr21 rad22,
according to equation (1). The opening angle of a typical stream at Rv is
20u230u, so the streams cover a total angular area of,0.4 rad2, namely a few
per cent of the sphere. When viewed from a given direction, the column
density of cold gas below 105 K is above 1020 cm22 for 25% of the area within
the virial radius. Although the pictures show the inner disk, the disk width is
not resolved, so associated phenomena such as shocks, star formation and
feedback are treated in an approximate way only (see density maps and
additional cases in Supplementary Figs 3–5). Kvir, virial entropy.

Figure 2 | Streams in three dimensions. The map shows radial flux for the
galaxy of Fig. 1 in a box of side length 320 kpc. The colours refer to inflow rate
per solid angle of point-like tracers at the centres of cubic-grid cells. The
dotted circle marks the halo virial radius. The appearance of three fairly
radial streams seems to be generic in massive haloes at high redshift, and is a
feature of the cosmic web that deserves an explanation. Two of the streams
show gas clumps of mass on the order of one-tenth that of the central galaxy,
but most of the stream mass is smoother (Supplementary Fig. 6). The
>1010M[ clumps, which involve about one-third of the incomingmass, are
also gas rich—in the current simulation only 30% of their baryons turn into
stars before they merge with the central galaxy.
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Dekel et al. (2009)

cold flow

entropy

ー 高密度のフィラメント構造

ー 低温の超音速ガス流

ー ハローの中心部でflow同士が衝突
　 強い衝撃波が形成される

・ DMハロー内でのガスの振る舞い

(T～104K,	  n～103cm-‐3)
高温、高密度なshock領域 この領域での超大質量星

形成を考える

Rvir



The SMS forming conditions

初代銀河中心で生じる
cold accretion shocks

強いFUVを仮定しない
SMS / SMBH 形成が可能
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・高密度 shocks

ー supermassive stars

KI & Omukai (2012)

・低密度 shocks 
ー ガスは低温まで冷える
ー 通常のmassive stars

(MJ >10Msun)

(MJ >105Msun)

MJ= 105Msun

超大質量星！

nH > 103-4 cm-3

T > 5000K


